Time For A Reset?
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“When do bull markets end? When the last bear turns
bullish.”
John Mauldin’s seminal Strategic Investment Conference
(SIC) is always the greatest array of industry experts and
global thought leaders and John delivered once again last
week in Orlando, FL. While views remained divergent,
conversations we had with other long time participants
revealed that this year seemed a bit more bullish in the
overall outlook reminding us of the old Wall Street adage we
began with.
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“relentless restraint on growth” and a “tax on future growth.”
A Lacy Hunt chart showed that debt is not being used for
economically productive spending as $1 in new debt only

“Debt is a relentless restraint on growth.”
-David Rosenberg

generates $.39 of GDP, a negative multiplier.
While everyone agreed that current debt levels are
unsustainable and a drag on growth until resolved, there is
no consensus on how this will occur. Mauldin has discussed
John’s presentation, which he has also written about in his the idea of a debt jubilee where countries come together
weekly commentary, was titled The Great Reset and and cooperatively wipe out sovereign debt. Some still
focused on the global imbalances that will negatively impact believe central banks will try to inflate their way out of debt.
the markets when addressed. John used his platform to also Zervos thinks the Fed will forgive the debt owed by the U.S.
introduce Mauldin Solutions; a portfolio that provides Treasury and had some fun with the idea suggesting the
diversification through trading strategies that we at Peak central banks could unite for a “Bond Fire” (the hat he wore
Capital
are
thrilled
to
be
a
part
of was in Japanese since they have the greatest level of
(www.mauldinsolutions.com). The massive accumulation of indebtedness). Pippa Malmgren suggested the problem
global debt and its long-term impact on the economy and could be dealt with in the same way Great Britain resolved a
markets was the most covered topic but great insight was growing debt problem in the 1800’s. People’s wealth and
also provided on topics from demographics, emerging debt were carried on Tally Sticks and the government
markets, and even the potential conflict with North Korea. simply confiscated them and burned them in 1834. Our
The 4 days were filled with
sense is that debt will be
drinking from a fire hydrant “Privacy died when Google was born.” handled in a more obscure
with a little writer’s cramp
manner by defaulting on
trying to keep up.
the
unsustainable gov-Grant Williams
ernment promises each
With the exception of
country has made and take
David Zervos, who was bullish on the basis that de- decades to bring debt back down to reasonable levels.
regulation will jump start productivity and lead to higher
growth, everyone sounded cautious about the U.S. A combination of debt and aging demographics suggests
economy today. David Rosenberg made the case that bond yields will remain far lower than the market is currently
stimulus through fiscal policy will not occur because it is as pricing in making many of the presenters surprisingly bullish
stretched to its limits as monetary policy. The views of the on Treasuries. The Treasury simply cannot afford to service
Trump Administration were varied but everyone agreed that the U.S. debt if rates were to go up much from current
there is no way for the U.S. economy to grow at 4% per levels. Marc Faber noted that the debt service burden today
annum as the President suggests. Famed economist is identical to 1995 even though debt has skyrocketed from
Lakshman Achuthan of ECRI demonstrated that GDP $4 trillion to $20 trillion. Demographics are like a large black
potential is defined as ‘growth in productivity’ + ‘potential cloud over the economy with the first of the baby boomers
labor force’. With CBO figures suggesting the labor force is turning age 70 this year. It is estimated 1.5 million more will
growing at 0.5% per year and the 5-year average turn 70 each year for 15 years. Studies show people cut
productivity growth is also 0.5% he believes it is hard to spending by 2%/year starting at age 60 suggesting there will
be a large slowdown in spending and growth coming.

“Late stage monetary tightening has resulted in
a recession 100% of the time.” -Dr. Lacy Hunt
achieve greater than 1% real growth in the economy.
Debt was universally viewed as the greatest headwind to
global prosperity today and the most likely cause of the next
market disruption. McKinsey & Co did not present at the SIC
but they were very present as many speakers quoted from
their work on the long-term economic impact of large debt
burdens. Rosenberg, posting a chart showing global debt-to
-GDP is higher today than it was in 2008 called debt a

There was plenty of discussion on where opportunity exists
today and India was at the top of the list. Reforms and
modernization where highlighted where 270 million Indians
have opened new bank accounts in the last 2 years through
a program called AADHAR. “New Defense” spending was
highlighted by Pippa who referred to Trump as the Uber of
politics where the government has to defend against
hackers and utilize high altitude satellites. There is much to
digest and process as we filter how the ideas presented
impact and shape our views on the economy and markets.
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Moving the Markets
Wall of No Worry

One Belt, One Road

Throwing a Yield Curve
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Search parties have been trying to •
locate volatility in the stock market but it
clearly is nowhere to be found. The
chart shows the performance of the
iPath S&P 500 VIX Futures (red line)
and the performance of the S&P 500. To
say they are negatively correlated is like
saying Democrats oppose Trump; an •
understatement of epic proportions.
Consider everything that could send the
market reeling: North Korea, European
sovereign debt, Fed tightening, slowing
GDP, and a broken Congress to name a
few yet the markets are near an all-time
high as volatility plummets. The VIX has •
historically been mean reverting and the
long-term average is 20 suggesting the
markets may not always see the cup as
half full. Anyone hear a bell?

China’s President Xi Jinping promoted
the Chinese global initiative titled “One
Belt, One Road” at the Belt and Road •
Forum last month. The project began in
2013, pledging over $100bb in financing
and assistance. The project sets out to
update the Silk Road that links China to
Central Asis, Africa, the Middle East,
and Europe. A railway is expected to
run from China to London. Sea ports •
are also scheduled for construction,
additionally facilitating trade between
China and the rest of the globe.
Ultimately, $900bb is expected to be •
invested in infrastructure projects
associated with the initiative. The map
from Xinhua depicts the global reach of
the projects. Financing is expected
through China Development Bank and
China Ex-IM Bank.

We have discussed in the past how the •
shape of the yield curve has historically
been a reliable indicator of how the
market environment might play out over
the near term. Generally, a steep yield
curve – where longer-term interest
rates far exceed shorter-term rates – is
an indicator of a strong economy going
forward. Future growth is expected to
exceed current growth, and it’s priced
into higher interest rates further out on •
the yield curve. Banks are willing to
extend credit to finance future growth.
Conversely, when the yield curve is flat
or inverted, it tends to signal a more
bearish mood. Future growth isn’t
expected to be much better (or worse)
than current growth. Bank lending
tends to contract. So what does the
current yield curve tell us? It’s
somewhat of a mixed bag.
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VIX data goes back to January
1990 and there have only been 10
days in its history with a close
below 10. The lowest closing price
on record achieved Dec. 22, 1993
at the level of 9.31.
The VIX closed on Monday May 8,
2017 at 9.77 and the recent May
futures contract on VIX was the
lowest close on record. The intraday low on the VIX occurred on
Dec. 27, 1993 at 8.89.
Complacency about risk appears to
be politically driven with investors
putting tremendous confidence
Trump will be able to deliver on
policy initiatives that will spur
growth. The jury remains out.

US companies positioning themselves to benefit from One Belt, One
Road include Honeywell International Inc., General Electric Co., and
Caterpillar. Leading the way among
international companies with the
most to gain is Siemens
China’s total trade with participating
countries reach $953.6bb in 2016
(Belt and Road Portal)
One Belt One Road allows China to
meet the consumption demand of an
exploding middle class

After a bump after the Trump
election last year, longer-term rates
(10 years and beyond) haven’t
moved all that much. It seems that
the market is pricing in a lower
probability that the major initiatives
of the new administration will
actually come to fruition. This is a
bearish sign.
However, the Fed is bent on raising
short-term rates to shift the front
end of the curve (1 year to 5 year
maturities), given its view on the
U.S. economy and the overall
employment picture. Based on
historical norms, we are overdue for
a recession, and it seems like to
bond market is increasingly pricing
this into the yield curve.
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Analyst Corner
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Macro View – 2007 Redux...Don’t Be Too Confident

Taking Stock – The Genie and the River

The VIX has been hovering around decade lows, causing
analysts to examine the similarities between 2007 and 2017,
more specifically the precursor to 2008 and what may be on
the horizon for investors. Although the VIX does resembles
levels and placidity scene in 2007, other data points don’t quite
add up. For example, large banks and households have
delivered. The Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis indicates
through the chart below that in 2007, household debt service
payments as a percentage of disposable income, measured on
a quarterly basis were around 13% while the stat has stayed
around 10% since 2014. Large banks have also dramatically
reduced debt. The bank leverage ratio, which is assets to
shareholders equity was north of 30 in 2007 for Morgan
Stanley while that ratio was around 10 in 2016 (FTN Financial).
Of course, central banks, namely ECB, BOC, and BOJ continue to inject liquidity in to their markets, serving as jet fuel for
equities that did paled in comparison to 2007. There has been
a recession every decade for the last 100 years. History does
not repeat itself, but it does rhyme.

Alibaba is being noted by analysts for gaining ground on
Amazon. The two companies go about generating revenue in
different ways with the same objective of capturing the global
consumer’s dollars. The difference between the two companies
was articulated by Alibaba founder Jack Ma, "The difference
between Amazon and us, is Amazon is more like an empire —
everything they control themselves, buy and sell. Our
philosophy is that we want to be an ecosystem. Our philosophy
is to empower others to sell, empower others to service,
making sure the other people are more powerful than us. With
our technology, our innovation, our partners — 10 million small
business sellers — they can compete with Microsoft and IBM.
Our philosophy is, using internet technology we can make
every company become Amazon.” As of May 30, Alibaba had a
YTD return of 41.2%, with a market cap of $307.64bb and a
P/E of 50.04. Amazon for the same time period was up 32.79%
with a market cap of $477.11bb and a P/E of 186.58.

Fixed Income – No Room for Error

Technical – Banks Look Vulnerable

It is common to hear that stocks are ‘priced for perfection’ but
recent data suggests that bond prices are stretched to the limit
just as stocks are. The yield on the lowest credit rating that still
qualifies for investment-grade debt has fallen to levels rarely
seen in the past at a time when many economists and investors
are hoping for accelerating growth. The spread on Baa-rated
corporate bonds is now just 2.2% above the 10-year U.S.
Treasury. That represents a 30% reduction from the average
spread over the last 10 years of 2.8%. The spread on noninvestment grade debt (i.e. junk bonds) is also dangerously low
but not a bottom since many are still concerned about defaults
in the energy sector. As the chart indicates, bond yields can
rise rapidly causing the premiums the bonds sell at to move to
discounts very quickly.

The election of Trump caused strategists to immediately
begin speculating which sectors or industries would
outperform given the Administrations priorities. At the top of
the list was bank stocks who stood to benefit handsomely
from a rollback of Obama-era regulation like Dodd-Frank and
the pending Fiduciary Rule. Higher growth in GDP was also
assumed to be the outcome of Trump proposed corporate
and individual tax cuts. Higher growth would give the Fed
room to hike rates at a faster pace allowing banks to earn
more off their excess reserves. That trade worked early in
2017 with the KBW bank index up 8% through March 1 but
has since fallen to negative territory for the year. With loan
growth currently below 1% and Treasury bonds at lower
yields than when the year started we see downside risk to
banks today.
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Understanding Momentum
As many of our readers know, the equity markets
have been reaching new highs. Much of the recent
performance has been driven by just a handful of
stocks, collectively known as “FAANG”, which stands
for Facebook (ticker: FB), Apple (ticker: AAPL),
Amazon (ticker: AMZN), Netflix (ticker: NFLX) and
Google (ticker: GOOG). This group of technology
sector companies has experienced an incredible run
so far this year, which brings us to the concept of
momentum.
As investors in our equity based portfolios know, we
use momentum as one of the five factor exposures,
along with size, quality, value and low volatility. It is at
times like this – when a group of stocks provides
steady upward price trends – that momentum can
shine and provide excess returns over the broader
market. A simple analysis of year-to-date returns
shows that momentum, as measured by the MSCI
USA Momentum Index, as outpaced the broader S&P
500 Index by a ratio of roughly 2-to-1. In addition, the
momentum factor has outpaced the other four U.S.
equity factors so far this year by a wide margin
(again, this is driven mainly by the FAANG group of
stocks).
It’s important to understand how momentum is
measured, because there are a variety of ways to
gauge its strength or weakness. Probably the
simplest way to measure a stock’s momentum is to
compare moving averages over different periods of
time. For example, an investor could say a stock has
“strong” momentum if its 50-day moving average
price far exceeds its 200-day moving average price
(or conversely, “weak” momentum if its 50-day
moving average price is far below its 200-day moving
average.
Momentum also works at the asset class, or macro,
level. For example, rather than apply momentum to a
group of individual stocks, an investor might choose
to apply momentum across the relative performance
of asset classes (e.g. stocks versus bonds, domestic
versus international, etc). Applying momentum at the
asset class level between stocks and bonds would
have been a valuable strategy in the last two bear
markets of 2000-2002 and 2008-2009.
The key to making momentum work effectively in
your portfolio to be able to identify inflection points, or
the moment when strong momentum turns to weak
momentum. Some traders will look at the change in
the difference between the 50-day and 200-day
moving averages to gauge momentum (also known
as a price oscillator), rather than just the absolute
difference. In other words, investors should not only
be concerned about the magnitude of momentum, but
also the convergence and divergence of the
momentum signal.

Clint Pekrul, CFA
Momentum can be difficult to measure for several
reasons. First, deciphering market “noise” from an
actual price trend is not always straightforward. This
can make the timing entry and exit points difficult.
Second, your estimate of momentum hinges solely on
the timeframe in which you measure it (e.g. one
month, one year, etc). If your window is too long, then
you might miss the critical inflection points. Likewise,
if your window is too short, then you risk making buy
and sell decisions based on market noise (this is
commonly known as getting whipsawed).
Another consideration of momentum is portfolio
turnover. Fundamentally, a momentum strategy
requires you to sell those stocks with weak
momentum signals, and buy those stocks with strong
momentum signals. This necessitates trading activity
in your portfolio (i.e. turnover). Over time, this can
prove costly, particularly in a market that doesn’t
have strong leadership or persistent price trends (i.e.
yesterday’s winners are today’s losers).
From a volatility perspective, the risk of a momentum
strategy can start off relatively low. However, if
momentum persists, and more investors begin to
chase the same group of stocks (i.e. the trade
becomes crowded), then a momentum strategy can
become quite volatile. If investors decide to take their
gains off the table (i.e. they sell), then the price
movement of momentum stocks can jump
dramatically.
A spike in volatility can be more pronounced for
momentum strategies applied to just a single asset
class, compared to momentum strategies applied at
the macro level across asset classes. However, if
markets are under considerable stress, all asset
classes could correlate if investors move into cash.
For this reason, we weight our exposure to the
momentum factor based on its risk contribution to the
total portfolio. This way, we can potentially participate
in the benefits of momentum while having a
mechanism for trimming the overall exposure to the
momentum factor if its volatility becomes too high.

In summary, momentum can be a source of excess
returns, particularly in a market like we are
experiencing today where performance is driven by a
sustainable, identifiable trend. It helps that market
volatility is considerably low, relative to historical
standards. With stable prices it’s not overly difficult to
buy into a statistically significant trend (i.e.
distinguishing between a trend and market noise is
more straightforward). But be cautious. Trends
eventually will end and prices will revert to more
reasonable long-term levels. It’s not always clear
when a trend ends, but when it does, volatility tends
to rise. So timing is of critical importance.
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Did You Know?
Q: Is Passive Investing in a Bubble?
It would be easy to make a compelling
argument on either side of this debate. There
is no doubt an astronomical amount of assets
are tied to the major indices and that number
is growing almost exponentially. According to data
from State Street Global Advisors, there is nearly $8
trillion in assets tracking just the S&P 500 with over $2
trillion of that in ETF’s. The ETF industry now has over
2,000 products and more than $3 trillion under
management
according
to
ETF
Trends.
Where a bubble can be found is passive index
investing in illiquid asset classes. The ETF structure
adds liquidity to markets and provides valuable price
discovery when certain assets do not regularly trade
but when there is a rush for the exit, the door is going
to be found to be far too small. Many investors, who
are predominately buy and hold, are going to
experience massive losses when these “index
products” are exposed as mostly smoke and mirrors.
Because passive investing has outperformed the large
majority of active managers, asset flows have gone
where you would expect. All things are cyclical and
when the next crisis hits and index funds are getting
decimated the tide will turn back towards active
management. The sheer volume of assets in passive
strategies will create additional volatility at that time.

If really depends on how you define passive. I
haven’t measured it exactly but I would
assume that more money today is
benchmarked to the S&P 500 than ever
before. Since the S&P 500 is a capitalization
weighted index and is currently reaching all-time highs,
I guess you could make the argument that we are in
bubble territory, although valuations given current
interest rates don’t seem overly heated.
If you talking about the increased use of exchangetraded-funds (ETFs), then I don’t buy the argument
that we are in a bubble. In fact, it’s not even a question
worth asking. It’s a question of adding value. To me,
choosing to buy an ETF linked to the S&P Energy
Index or the S&P Technology Index isn’t all that
different than choosing to buy Exxon or Google. I’m
expressing a view, and depending on my degree of
confidence, it’s a view about either about a group of
stocks or a single security. Remember, Wall Street
analysts and the folks on CNBC like to pick stocks. It
makes for interesting headlines and oftentimes
entertainment. They don’t necessarily like the rise of
ETFs.
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Q: Are Stocks Getting High?
The phrase “it’s 4:20 somewhere” has
replaced the adage “it’s 5 O’clock
somewhere” for many. Marijuana as a
business is exploding even though growing,
selling, or distributing the drug remains against
Federal law. According to New Frontier Data, more
new jobs will be created in the pot industry than in
manufacturing
by
the
year
2020.
It is estimated in that year there will be between $20$25 billion in legal marijuana sales in the U.S. with
roughly 20% annual growth. There are currently 25
states that have legalized marijuana use but only 7
where recreational marijuana legal. From my
perspective, the genie is out of the bottle and is not
going back regardless of the voluminous research that
shows the negative impact of legal marijuana is much
greater
than
studies
suggested.
The 10 largest publicly traded companies in the
marijuana industry (does not include your Uncle
Cheech or Frito Lays) have a market cap around $7
billion today. Mark Hart of Corriente Advisors stated
there are over $40 billion in marijuana sales in N.
America today. If the Federal government where to
relax laws for companies growing pot legally by
allowing them to open bank accounts and obtain
insurance, the investment industry will ‘light up’ with
new
ways
to
participate
(pun
intended).
Many states are looking to tax marijuana sales as a
strategy to close funding gaps in their budgets, it is
inevitable to become far more mainstream.

If you’re talking about valuations, it’s a
difficult question (as always). As we
mentioned in the prior section, momentum is
doing quite well right now, and nobody knows
for sure when it ends. Investors have talked
about an overvalued stock market for years, only to see
the S&P 500 Index continue to reach new highs. What
is important to consider are interest rates, or more
specifically, where you think interest rates are heading
in the near term. Basically, bonds compete with stocks
for capital, and right now bonds aren’t all that
compelling unless you need current income and can’t
tolerate the volatility of dividend paying stocks.
The price of a stock is basically the present value of
future earnings. When you discount those cash flows at
a historically low rate, you get higher prices today. For
example, you look back at the late 1990s, when equity
valuations were in the stratosphere, long-term bonds
were paying 7%. Rotating out of equities and into bonds
then wasn’t a difficult decision. Today, what do you
rotate into? My point is that equity valuations need to be
considered within the contest of interest rates.
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Index Update
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As of 5/30/2017

As of 5/30/2017

As of 5/30/2017
As of 5/30/2017
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This material is for general information and education purposes. The information contained in this report represents the opinions of Peak Capital
Management, LLC, as of the report date and does not constitute investment advice or an offer to provide investment management services. Before
purchasing any investment, a prospective investor should consult with its own investment, accounting, legal and tax advisers to evaluate independently
the risks, consequences and suitability of any investment.
Past performance is not indicative of future results, loss of principal is possible.
Please consider charges, risks, expenses and investment objectives carefully before investing.
The data and information presented and used in generating this report are believed to be reliable. Peak Capital Management, LLC. does not warrant or
guarantee the accuracy or completeness of such data.
Peak Capital Management, LLC, is a fee-based SEC Registered Investment Advisory firm with its principal place of business in Colorado providing
investment management services. A copy of our current written disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees is available for your
review upon request. Advisory services are only offered to clients or prospective clients where our firm and its representatives are properly licensed or
exempt from licensure. No advice may be rendered by Peak Capital Management, LLC unless a client service agreement is in place. Nothing herein
should be construed as a solicitation to purchase or sell securities or an attempt to render personalized investment advice.
A full listing of investment decisions made in the past year and relative performance is available upon request. It should not be assumed that
recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of the securities presented here. Opinions expressed are those of
Peak Capital Management and are subject to change, not guaranteed, and should not be considered recommendations to buy or sell any security.
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